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Abstract—This work introduces a new concept for controlling
the mechanical vibrations via variable stiffness coil spring. The
concept relies on fitting a screw though the spring to change the
number of active spring coils. A prototype has been built and tested
with promising results toward an innovation in the field of vibration
control.
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I. INTRODUCTION

IBRATION control is a common engineering problem in
major mechanical, aerospace and petrochemical
industries. The vibration characteristics of any mechanical
system are quantified by inertia, damping and stiffness [1].
Most of the vibration control methodologies rely on enhancing
the damping properties of the system using passive damping
techniques such viscoelastic treatments which are rubber-like
additives [2], or active damping/control using sensors and
actuators [3]. Another research direction is aimed toward
changing the stiffness properties of the vibrating system. A
semi-active variable stiffness device has been developed by
changing the stiffness of a multi-spring configuration
controlled by electromechanical actuator [4]. A semi-active
stiffness system for seismic response control of structures has
been proposed by Kobori et al. [5]. The system mainly
controls the stiffness of a building to establish a non-resonance
condition during earthquakes using a bracing system. In
helical springs, the number of coils is the main factor that
controls the stiffness constant. A patented device has been
proposed to control the active coils in helical springs where a
series of plates protrude between the coils of the spring [6].
Thus, controlling the active number of spring coils.
The aim of this paper is to introduce a new innovative
design to control the active number of spring coils using a
screw that fits inside the spring.
II. CONCEPT
The stiffness constant k of a helical spring is defined by

wire, D is the mean diameter of the spring coil and n is the
number of coils. Practically, all parameters are preset except
the length of the spring which can be specified by the number
of coils. Hence, the concept relies on changing the active
length which is determined by the freely moving spring coils.
In this work, the number of free “active” coils is controlled by
introducing a screw with threads having the shape of the
spring as shown in Fig. 1. Once the screw moves through the
spring, the spring coils fits in the screw thread and the active
length (number of coils) of the spring is reduced resulting in
higher spring stiffness as can also be seen from (1).

Fig. 1 Spring and locking screw

III. PRELIMINARY RESULTS
An experiment has been setup to examine the new
spring/screw device. As shown in Fig. 2, the experiment is
basically a base excitation model where the base is
harmonically excited by a motor-driven cam with a measured
amplitude Y. The upper part of the prototype, which
represents the main vibrating body, is connected to the base
through the spring/screw and moves with amplitude X.

(1)
where G is the shear modulus, d is the diameter of the spring
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Fig. 2 Expperimental Setuup

The screw iss driven throuugh the sprinng coils usingg a step
m
which specifies the amount of rootation,
innput from a motor
heence the distaance the screw
w moves thro
ough the sprinng. The
exxperimental frrequency respponse for n = 7 is shown inn Fig. 3,
w
where
r = ω/ ωn is the ratioo of the excitaation frequenccy ω to
thhe natural freqquency of the system
s
ωn.
The dampingg ratio is estiimated to be
0.194 ussing the
haalf power equaation:
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The responsee at different vvalues of n is shown in Figg. 4 for
tw
wo different excitation
e
freqquencies. It can
c be clearlyy seen
froom the figure that the numb
mber of coils plays
p
a major role in
alttering the response of the system by changing
c
the natural
n
freequency of thee system throuugh the stiffneess of the coil spring
sinnce
/ .
The experimeental responsee of the system
m is shown inn Fig. 5
forr the same excitation freqquencies that have been used
u
to
callculate the theeoretical respoonse. The expperimental ampplitude
difffers from thhe theoretical one due to the oversim
mplified
sinngle degree off freedom moddel.
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Figg. 5 Experimental response verrsus number off coils for two different
8 rpm
exccitation frequenncies: 800 and 840
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However, the response pattern
p
is sim
milar in bothh cases
whhere the maxim
mum responsees shifts towaards the right (higher
(
n) when the exccitation frequeency is increassed from 800 to 840
m.
rpm

Fig. 3 Exxperimental ressponse of the syystem for n = 7

The stiffness of the sprring is calcullated experim
mentally
ussing the slope of the spring load/displaceement curve too be k =
64450 N/m. The theoretical reesponse of thee system is givven by:
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IV. CO
ONCLUSION
The concept of adjustingg the numberr of active coils in
helical springs is an innovattion that can deal with vibbration
ncept can be further
prooblems from a new perspective. The con
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modified to address vibration control problems in machines,
bridges and buildings. Currently, a more accurate model is
being developed to study the characteristics of the new
concept in a more realistic way. In near future, a feedback
control system will be designed to actively control the
vibration thorough automatic rotation of the screw inside the
spring.
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